
This manual applies to Zigbee Wireless Smart Boiler 
Switch. This manual is for reference only. 

We advise for installation to be performed by 
professionals. Please see our website for most detailed 

instructions. www.sensbi.com

Smart operation of the device: Inside the app, click 
"Scene" at the bottom of your screen, then select the 
"Tap-to-Run" or "Automation" options, follow 
instructions on screen to access smart settings for the 
device.

Before installing the wall switch, it is crucial to prioritize 
safety. Here are some essential guidelines and warnings for 
switch installation by an electrician:

1. Always ensure the power supply to the wall switch you are 
working on is completely cut off. Double-check the circuit 
breaker associated with the switch and confirm that there is 
no electricity flowing to it before starting any work.

2. Never attempt to install the wall switch with wet hands or 
while standing on wet surfaces. Moisture can increase the 
risk of electric shock, posing a serious threat to your safety. 
Ensure both your hands and the work environment are dry.

3. Abide by the maximum load specified on the product. 
Overloading the switch can result in malfunction, 
short-circuiting, or even electrical fires. Always check the 
product's documentation to identify the appropriate load 
capacity and adhere to it strictly.

4. If you are unsure about any aspect of the installation 
process, consult a qualified electrician. Attempting to install 
the switch without adequate knowledge or experience can 
lead to dangerous consequences.
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SCAN QR CODE FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
SKENIRAJTE QR KOD ZA DETALJNA UPUTSTVA

SKENIRAJTE QR KOD ZA DETALJNE UPUTE
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